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Abstract: Film cooling is widely applied as an effective way to maintain the turbine blade temperature
at an acceptable level. The present paper investigates the overall cooling effectiveness and flow
structure by performing conjugate heat transfer simulations for the flat-plate baseline cylindrical and
three cratered film-cooling holes. The flow and heat transfer in the fluid domain is obtained using
the Shear Stress Transport turbulence model, and the solid conductivity is considered by solving the
Laplace equation. Four blowing ratios ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 are studied. The numerical results show
that the concentric elliptic cratered hole yields a slightly higher overall cooling effectiveness than the
baseline cylindrical hole, but the two contoured cratered holes exhibit great improvements due to the
generation of the anti-kidney-shaped vortex pair. The area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness has
improved by 5.58–65.30% for the contoured cratered hole. The variation of Biot number results in
small change in the area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness. However, the area-averaged overall
cooling effectiveness uniformity coefficient depends on the Biot number.

Keywords: film cooling; conjugate heat transfer; cratered hole; overall cooling effectiveness;
numerical simulation

1. Introduction

The turbine inlet temperature increases from 700 ◦C for the original aircraft engine
to nearly 1700 ◦C for the modern aircraft engine and heavy-duty land-based gas turbine.
Nowadays, despite advanced single crystal nickel-based superalloy and thermal barrier
coating being adopted, there is still a gap between the maximum allowable temperature of
the material and the operating temperature. Hence, the cooling technology is essential to
reduce the temperature of the turbine blade below the upper-temperature limit for safety.

One of the most effective ways is film-cooling technology, which was first proposed
by Goldstein [1] in the 1970s. The cooling air bleeding from the compressor flows through
discrete holes to form a thin protective layer over the blade surface, isolating the mainstream
hot gas. The cylindrical hole is the most commonly used type for film cooling. As reported
in [2–4], the cylindrical hole has a remarkably reduced cooling effectiveness when the
blowing ratio is larger than 0.5. Hence, a great effort has been made for modifications
based on the cylindrical hole to improve the cooling effectiveness. The fan-shaped hole
with an expanded exit has been proven as a great outstanding contribution with practice.
Goldstein et al. [5] pointed out that the enlarged area at the fan-shaped hole exit can
lower the coolant momentum and enhance the lateral coolant coverage. Gritsch et al. [6]
symmetrically studied the geometrical sensitivity analysis for the fan-shaped hole with
sixteen variants and found limited sensitivity in the laterally averaged cooling effectiveness.
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Lee and Kim [7] optimized the laid-back fan-shaped hole and improved the area-averaged
cooling effectiveness with an enhancement of 28% compared with the reference geometry.

However, the complicated geometry of the fan-shaped hole gives high-cost manufac-
turing. Hence, in recent years, novel configurations with high cooling performance but
low-cost manufacturing have been proposed. The specialty of this kind of novel scheme,
including the trenched hole and the cratered hole, is assisted by thermal barrier coating
with modifications near the hole exit surface, as reported in [8]. Comparatively, the discrete
cratered hole could relieve the structural integrity weakening of the successive trenched
hole, as discussed in [9]. The experimental data in [10] showed that the cratered hole
gives a slightly higher adiabatic cooling effectiveness but a substantial increase in heat
transfer enhancement. Lu et al. [10] also deduced that the cratered hole might perform
better at lower blowing ratios than the cylindrical hole. Khalatov et al. [11] performed a
comparison work for cratered holes with hemispherical, cylindrical, and triangular dimples.
It is found that the adiabatic cooling effectiveness depends on the specific crater shape, and
the triangular cratered hole gives the best performance. The numerical research in [12]
showed that the triangular created with a convexly-curved leading-edge performs smaller
improvements on the laterally averaged adiabatic cooling effectiveness than a straight-line
leading-edge. A new design of a contoured cratered hole with a V-shaped protrusion was
proposed in [13] to improve the adiabatic cooling effectiveness. Their numerical results
showed that adiabatic cooling effectiveness is improved by 200–300%, whereas the heat
transfer coefficient increases by 50–80% compared with the cylindrical hole. The mechanism
of generation of the anti-Counter rotating vortex pair (CRVP) and attenuation of CRVP was
revealed by Kalghatgi and Acharya [14] for this cratered hole. An et al. [15] proposed a
contoured cratered hole with a similar shape but larger streamwise and lateral expansions
and validated its superiority by performing the experimental measurement. As reported
in [13,16], the crater depth affected the adiabatic cooling effectiveness of the cratered hole
significantly. Bai et al. [17] performed the sensitivity analysis of the geometrical parameters
for the contoured crater and obtained the optimal crater shapes at two blowing ratios of 0.5
and 1.5.

Nevertheless, the heat conductivity effect was not considered in the research works
mentioned above for film-cooling, and the adiabatic cooling effectiveness was taken as the
evaluation target. As revealed in [18–21], the conjugate heat transfer model predicted a
significant difference in the temperature distribution compared with the adiabatic model for
the film-cooling holes investigated. Moreover, the other difference is the additional heating
up of the cooling jet for the conjugate heat transfer model. Hence, the conjugate heat transfer
model should be considered for the film-cooling holes, and the overall cooling effectiveness
is taken as the cooling performance evaluation. Kusterer et al. [22], Alizadeh et al. [23],
Wang et al. [24], and Fu et al. [25] performed the conjugate heat transfer simulations to
improve designs of the film-cooling blade, flat-plate film cooling with trenched holes, or the
combined film-impingement cooling configuration. Bryant and Rutledge [26] proposed a
new technique to analyze the relative contribution of internal cooling, external cooling, and
convection on overall cooling effectiveness through the film cooling hole. The influence of
the Biot number, denoting the ratio of convection heat transfer resistance to heat conduc-
tivity resistance, on the overall cooling effectiveness, was underlined for the cylindrical
hole [27], the fan-shaped hole [26], and the double-wall structure with cylindrical film
cooling and pins [28].

The literature review concluded that no study is relevant to the cratered film cooling
holes considering the conjugate heat transfer. The influence of the Biot number on the
overall cooling effectiveness of the cratered hole is not well understood. Hence, the present
paper investigates the overall cooling effectiveness and flow structure of one concentric
and two contoured cratered holes compared to the cylindrical hole as the benchmark.
Besides, the overall cooling effectiveness of the contoured holes is analyzed with variant
Biot number by changing the solid heat conductivity.
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2. Physical Model and Numerical Method
2.1. Physical Model

The present study investigates four different film cooling holes, shown in Figure 1,
including the cylindrical (CYL) hole, a circular cratered (CIR_CRA) hole, and two contoured
cratered holes with alternative dimensions. The CYL hole has a diameter of D = 1 mm and
an inclination angle of 30◦ relative to the streamwise direction (axis X). The length along
the hole axis of the CYL hole is 6D, which means the thickness of the solid plate equals
3D. For the cratered holes, the location of the cylindrical section is kept the same as the
cylindrical hole. The total thickness of the cylindrical section and the crater section is also
3D. The CIR_CRA hole has a crater depth of 0.5D and an outer profile with margins of
0.5D in the streamwise direction and lateral direction (axis Y). The contoured craters have
more complicated shapes with streamwise and lateral expansions than the CIR_CRA hole.
The leading edge of the contoured crater consists of a middle convex protrusion and two
sections of straight lines aside. For the CRA1 hole, the leading edge is located at a distance
of 1.0D downstream from the cylindrical hole exit. The total width of the leading edge
for the CRA1 hole is 2.0D. The CRA2 hole is obtained from the optimization work in [17]
for the optimal crater at a blowing ratio of 1.5. The CRA hole has a leading edge with a
total width of 2.8D and a larger distance of 2.392D from the cylindrical hole exit. The crater
depths are 0.5D for the CRA1 hole and 0.83D for the CRA2 hole. The convex protrusion’s
streamwise length and lateral width are 0.5D and 1.0D for the CRA1 hole, and 1.572D and
1.226D for the CRA2 hole, respectively. The CRA2 hole with a deeper and larger crater is
supposed to exhibit a higher cooling performance than the CRA1 hole.
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The physical model of the flat-plated film-cooling is illustrated in Figure 2, consisting of
the fluid and solid domains. The fluid domain includes the mainstream passage, the coolant
feeding channel, and the connecting film-cooling holes. The hot air in the mainstream
passage and the coolant in the coolant feeding channel both flow along the X-direction.
The film-cooling holes studied all have a lateral pitch of t = 3D. The total streamwise length
of the mainstream passage is 75D, with a distance ahead of the cylindrical hole exit of 25D.
The mainstream passage, the flat plate, and the coolant channel have the same streamwise
lengths and lateral widths. The heights of the mainstream passage and the coolant channel
are 20D and 15D, respectively. The thickness of the solid flat plate is 3D. The original point
is located at the hole exit of the CYL hole and is always kept the same for the other three
cratered holes. The axis Z denotes the normal direction relative to the top wall surface of
the flat plate.
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2.2. Boundary Condition and Data Reduction

The boundary conditions are obtained from Wang et al. [24]. The hot air enters the
mainstream passage with a temperature of Th = 1500 K and a velocity of Uh = 150 m/s.
The static pressure at the mainstream passage outlet is fixed as 10 bar. The coolant flows
into the coolant channel with a temperature of Tc = 750 K and a velocity of Uc = 75 m/s.
The turbulence intensities are 10% for the hot air at the mainstream passage inlet and 5%
for the coolant at the coolant channel inlet. The static pressure at the coolant channel outlet
is adjusted to attain four coolant-to-mainstream blowing ratios ranging from 0.5 to 2.0. The
definition of blowing ratio M is as follows:

M =
ρcUhole
ρhUh

(1)

where, ρc is the coolant density, Uhole is the averaged velocity at the cross-section of the
cylindrical hole or the cylindrical part for the cratered hole, ρh is the density of the hot air.

The flat plate is made of the nickel-based alloy with a 27.7 W/(m·K) heat conductivity.
Based on the heat transfer coefficient obtained from the numerical simulation for the
non-film model and the solid heat conductivity, the nominal value of the Biot number is
calculated as 0.13 accordingly. In addition to the coolant directly covering the top wall
surface, the heat loading of the flat plate can be directly removed by the internal convection
heat transfer via the solid heat conduction. Hence, the top wall surface, the top wall
surface, and the inner hole wall are all fluid-solid interfaces imposed with the non-slip
condition. The sidewalls Y/D = −1.5 and 1.5 are treated as the periodic condition to
simulate the flow and heat transfer of the infinite rows of cooling holes. The top surface of
the mainstream passage Z/D = 20 and the coolant passage Z/D = −18 are symmetric to
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save the computational resource. The front and back surfaces of the flat plate are assumed
as adiabatic conditions. Because a large temperature difference exists between the hot air
temperature and the coolant temperature, the air’s thermophysical properties, including
the heat capacity at constant pressure Cp, dynamic viscosity µ, and heat conductivity λ, are
all treated as temperature-dependent variants, given as follows:

Cp = 1.0575× 103− 0.4489T + 1.1407× 10−3T2− 7.999× 10−7T3 + 1.9327× 10−10T4 (2)

µ = 1.7894× 10−5
(

T
273.11

)1.5 383.67
T + 110.56

(3)

λ = −3.9333× 10−4 + 1.0184× 10−4T − 4.8574× 10−8T2 + 1.5207× 10−11T3 (4)

where, T is the Kelvin temperature.
For the data reduction, the local, laterally averaged, and area-averaged overall cooling

effectiveness, φ, φlat, φarea, can be calculated as follows:

φ =
Th − Tw

Th − Tc
(5)

φlat =
∫ t/2

−t/2
φdY (6)

φarea =
∫ 30D

0
φlatdX (7)

The non-dimensional temperature θ is defined as follows:

θ =
Tw − Tc

Th − Tc
(8)

The streamwise vorticity ωX is applied to decline the vortical intensity of the kidney-
shaped vortex pair or anti-kidney-shaped vortex pair, which is calculated as follows:

ωX =
∂UZ

∂Y
− ∂UY

∂Z
(9)

where, UZ is the velocity component in the Z direction, and UY is the velocity component
in the Y direction.

2.3. Numerical Method Validation

The three-dimensional, steady-state conjugate heat transfer simulations are carried out
to predict the flow and heat transfer for the film-cooling holes. The Naiver-Stokes equations
are solved in the fluid domain. The heat conduction in the solid domain is obtained by
solving the Laplace equation as follows:

∂2T
∂xj

2 = 0 (10)

where, xj is the Cartesian coordinate, j = 1, 2, 3.
The governing equations in the fluid domain are the mass, momentum, and energy

conversation equations, which are listed as follows:

∂
(
ρUj
)

∂xj
= 0 (11)

∂
(
ρUiUj

)
∂xj

= − ∂p
∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

(
τij − ρuiuj

)
+ SM (12)
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∂
(
ρUjhtot

)
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(
λ

∂T
∂xj
− ρujh

)
+

∂

∂xj

[
Ui
(
τij − ρuiuj

)]
+ SE (13)

where Ui, Uj are the mean velocity components, ui, uj are the fluctuating velocity compo-
nents, i = 1, 2, 3, p is the mean pressure, τ is the molecular stress tensor, ρ is the density, SM
is the sum of the body forces, h is the fluctuating enthalpy, htot is the mean total enthalpy, T
is the mean temperature, SE is the energy source.

The temperature and heat flux are conserved at the fluid-solid interface. If the root
means square residuals of all variables are lower than 10−6, the convergence of the CFD
simulation is achieved.

In the current study, two turbulence closures, i.e., the standard k-ε turbulence and
the k-ω based Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model, are tested to check CFD
prediction accuracy. k is the turbulence kinetic energy, ε is the turbulence eddy dissipation,
and ω is the turbulence frequency. The standard k-ε turbulence model is based on the eddy
viscosity concept. Two additional transport equations of k and ε are solved. For the SST
turbulence model, the modified turbulence viscosity is accounted by the transport effect
of turbulent shear stress. Furthermore, it is a blending form between the standard k-ω
turbulence model in the inner region of the boundary layer and the k-ε turbulence model in
the outer part of the boundary layer.

The computational grids are generated using the commercial package ICEM. The
structured grids around the hole are shown in Figure 3 for the CIR_CRA and CRA1 models.
The grid nodes aside from the fluid-solid interface are one-to-one matched to eliminate
possible data transmission errors. The computational grids in the fluid domain are refined
around the fluid-solid interfaces to resolve the boundary layer. The distance between the
first node and the wall in the boundary layer is 0.001D. The corresponding value of Y+ is
near 1.0. The stretching ratio of grids near the surface wall is 1.2. The grid independence
tests are performed, and the grid levels are selected as approximately 3 million, considering
the computation resource cost and the prediction accuracy.
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The comparisons between the CFD predicted results and the literature data of lat-
erally averaged cooling effectiveness are shown in Figure 4. The conjugate film cooling
experimental data for the CYL hole from Zhang [29] at M = 1.0 is compared with the
CFD results, shown in Figure 4a. The k-ε turbulence model remarkably under-predicts
the experimental data of the CYL hole at M = 0.5. Comparatively, the predicted values
of the SST turbulence model agree well generally, except for the slight undervaluation
in the region 10 < X/D < 20. The reason mainly lies in the disagreement in the boundary
condition at the front and back surfaces of the flat plate between the simulation and the
experimental measurement. Because there is no conjugate heat transfer experimental data
for the cratered film-cooling holes, the adiabatic laterally averaged cooling effectiveness ηlat
for the CIR_CRA hole [10] and the CRA1 hole [30] at M = 0.5 are further used for validation.
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It is seen that the SST turbulence model also performs a good prediction accuracy for the
CIR_CRA hole and CRA1 hole. Hence, the SST turbulence model is adopted to perform
conjugate heat transfer simulations for the three types of film-cooling holes.
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Flow Structure and Temperature Field

Figure 5 shows the streamline distributions over the surface X/D = 5 at M = 0.5 for
the four film-cooling holes studied. The kidney-shaped vortex pair has a counter-rotating
direction marked with blue color, and the anti-kidney-shaped vortex pair exhibits an
opposite sense of rotation marked by dark red color. It is seen that the kidney-shaped
vortex pair, generated by the mutual effect of the ejection coolant and the mainstream flow,
dominates the flow field downstream for the CYL hole. Fric and Roshko [31] revealed
that the kidney-shaped vortex mainly results in the coolant departure away from the
wall surface and the cooling performance degeneration, especially at high blowing ratios.
Because of the relative lower momentum of the ejected coolant at M = 0.5, the kidney-
shaped vortex pair is still attached to the wall surface. For the CIR_CRA hole, the flow
field consists of the original kidney-shaped vortex pair in the middle and a new anti-
kidney-shaped vortex pair. The interaction between the elliptic crater and the ejected
coolant induces the anti-kidney-shaped vortex pair, ventilating the coolant along the lateral
direction. The flow structure is remarkably different for the contoured cratered holes. The
greatest difference is that the original kidney-shaped vortex pair is almost eliminated,
especially for the CRA2 hole.

The contours of non-dimensional temperature over the surface X/D = 5 at M = 0.5
are shown in Figure 6. The coolant core is just above the wall surface for the CYL hole,
and the coolant is attached to the wall surface. Because the additional anti-kidney-shaped
vortex pair aside for the CIR_CRA hole has limited influence on the entire flow field, the
non-dimensional temperature distribution is similar to that for the CYL hole. Compared
with the CYL hole, the non-dimensional temperature contour shows a flat distribution,
mainly attributed to the strong and large-scale anti-kidney-shaped vortex pair for the CRA1
and CRA2 holes. Comparatively, more coolants for the CRA2 hole are dragged sideways,
and even non-dimensional temperature is distributed along the lateral span.
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When the blowing ratio increases to M = 1.5, the streamline and non-dimensional
temperature distributions over the surface X/D = 5 are depicted in Figures 7 and 8, re-
spectively. It is seen that the scale of the kidney-shaped vortex pair for the CYL hole is
significantly enlarged, induced by the higher coolant momentum. For the CIR_CRA and
CRA1 holes, attributed to the limited effect of the shallow crater, the kidney-shaped vortex
pairs are influenced slightly with similar scales to that for the CYL hole. For the CRA2
hole, the deeper crater provides an anti-kidney-shaped vortex pair with strong intensity
to overcome the original kidney-shaped vortex pair. Hence, the anti-kidney-shaped vor-
tex pair dominates the flow structure at plane X/D = 5 for the CRA2 hole at M = 1.5.
The non-dimensional temperature contours at M = 1.5 show similar bump-like shapes
for the CYL, CIR_CRA, and CRA1 holes, i.e., the lowest temperature occurs around the
hole centerline, and the temperature gradually rises along the lateral direction, and the
coolant core is lifted off away from the wall surface. However, the CRA2 hole exhibits a
dramatically different temperature contour at plane X/D = 5 from the other three holes.
More coolants are allocated sideways due to the wider crater exit area of the CRA2 hole,
and fewer coolants are concentrated near the hole centerline. The more important is that the
coolants ejected from the CRA2 hole are attached to the wall surface, and the temperature
is significantly reduced, especially sideways.
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3.2. Overall Cooling Effectiveness

The contours of overall cooling effectiveness over the wall surface are shown in
Figure 9 at M = 0.5 to 2.0. It is seen that the upstream region from the hole is cooled
at any blowing ratio considering the conjugate heat transfer, which is a great difference
from that studied under the adiabatic condition. The overall cooling effectiveness over the
upstream region for any hole increases with the blowing ratio as the in-hole convection heat
transfer strengthens. Generally, the CRA1 hole exhibits the highest local overall cooling
effectiveness over the whole wall surface among the four holes studied at M = 0.5. However,
the CRA2 hole provides the best overall cooling performance, and the CYL hole always
has the lowest overall cooling performance at M = 1.0–2.0. For a specific hole, the variation
of the local overall cooling effectiveness relative to the blowing ratio is dependent on the
specific hole shape. For the CYL hole, as the blowing ratio increase since M > 1.0, the
ejected coolants are lifted away from the wall surface by the kidney-shaped vortex pair.
Hence fewer coolants for the CYL hole are covered in the downstream region, resulting in
continuous deterioration of the overall cooling effectiveness with the increasing blowing
ratio. The coolant lift-off is obvious for the CYL at M = 2.0, and a region with low overall
cooling effectiveness is located far downstream from the hole exit between two rows of
holes. Compared with the CYL hole, the CIR_CRA hole gives ejected coolant with a lower
velocity resulting from the enlarged exit area, and a slight improvement in the overall
cooling effectiveness can be obtained in the near-hole downstream region. The contoured
cratered holes can provide major enhancements to the overall cooling effectiveness, mainly
attributed to the improved ventilation of the coolants along the lateral direction. For the
CRA1 hole, the best overall cooling performance occurs at M = 1.0. Nevertheless, the
local overall cooling effectiveness increases monotonously with the blowing ratio for the
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CRA2 hole. The crater geometry variant can explain the difference between these two
contoured cratered holes. The wider and deeper crater for the CRA2 hole induces a stronger
anti-kidney-shaped vortex pair and much-improved coolant coverage, especially at the
higher blowing ratios M = 1.0–2.0.
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The laterally averaged overall cooling effectiveness profiles for the holes studied in the
streamwise region−5≤ X/D≤ 30 are further provided in Figure 10. The overall cooling ef-
fectiveness increases along the streamwise direction in the upstream region −5 ≤ X/D ≤ 0.
The enhanced convective heat transfers in the hole, hence the wall surface closer to the hole
exit could be cooled further. However, the overall cooling effectiveness almost decreases
with the streamwise distance increase in the downstream region 0 ≤ X/D ≤ 30. At the
lowest blowing ratio, M = 0.5, the laterally averaged overall cooling effectiveness slightly
varies for the four holes. The CIR_CRA and CRA2 holes give higher values of laterally
averaged cooling effectiveness than the CYL hole in the region 0 ≤ X/D ≤ 15, but lower
values in the region X/D > 15. The CRA1 hole has a maximum increased laterally aver-
aged cooling effectiveness by 0.072. When the blowing ratio increases to 1.0 and 1.5, the
CIR_CRA hole provides very close overall cooling performance in the downstream region
to the CYL hole, but the superiority of the contoured cratered holes is fully demonstrated.
The improvements in the laterally averaged cooling effectiveness are 0.052–0.124 (the CRA1
hole) and 0.040–0.200 (the CRA2 hole) at M = 1.0, 0.042–0.125 (the CRA1 hole), 0.105–0.311
(the CRA2 hole) at M = 1.5 compared to the CYL hole, respectively. At M = 2.0, the three
cratered holes yield higher laterally averaged cooling effectiveness than the CYL hole in
the full region downstream of the hole exit. Comparatively, the enhancement for the CRA1
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hole is 0.005–0.069 at M = 2.0, lower than those at M = 1.0 and 1.5. The advantage of the
CRA2 hole is further enlarged with the enhancement of 0.089–0.327 at M = 2.0.
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Figure 10. Laterally averaged overall cooling effectiveness profiles at various blowing ratios.
(a) M = 0.5; (b) M = 1.0; (c) M = 1.5; (d) M = 2.0.

Figure 11 gives the area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness φarea, for the four holes
at M = 0.5–2.0. The interesting area is the downstream region 0 ≤ X/D ≤ 30 over the
full lateral distance −1.5 ≤ Y/D ≤ 1.5. It is found that the area-averaged overall cooling
effectiveness decreases with the increase in blowing ratio for both the CYL and CIR_CRA
holes. Compared with the CYL hole, the CIR_CRA gives roughly equal area-averaged
overall cooling effectiveness at M = 0.5–1.5 and an improvement by 4.68% at M = 2.0. The
area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness for the CRA1 hole arrives at its maximum value
of 0.607 at M = 1.0 and decreases with further increasing the blowing ratio. The CRA2
hole gives the increasing area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness relative to the increase
of blowing ratio in the region M = 0.5–2.0, but the rising tendency is slowed at a higher
blowing ratio. The area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness for the CRA2 hole increases
from 0.424 at M = 0.5 to the maximum value of 0.701 at M = 2.0. Among the four holes
studied, the CRA1 hole performs the highest area-averaged cooling effectiveness with an
enhancement of 5.58% at M = 0.5, but the CRA2 hole overwhelms at M = 1.0–2.0. The
relative improvements in the area-averaged cooling effectiveness for the CRA2 hole are
25.28% at M = 1.0, 54.08% at M = 1.5, and 65.30% at M = 2.0, respectively.
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3.3. The Effect of Biot Number

This section focuses on the impact of Biot number on the flow field, temperature field,
and overall cooling effectiveness. It is concluded from the above section that the CRA2
hole model performs better overall cooling performance than the other three types of holes.
Besides, the blowing ratio is usually medium or high (M ≥ 1.0) for the real turbine blade
film cooling. Hence, the CRA2 hole model is selected for illustration in the following.

In the present study, the variation of the Biot number is accessed by changing the solid
heat conductivity only. The other four Biot numbers of Bi = 0.026, 0.065, 0.26, and 0.65 and
the adiabatic case are considered. Zhang et al. (2013) pointed out that when the solid heat
conduction effect is omitted, the heat conductivity approaches zero, and the value of the
Biot number approaches the infinity accordingly.

Figure 12 shows the streamline distributions and the contours of streamwise vorticity
ωX over the surface X/D = 5 with different Biot numbers at M = 1.5. The flow structures
and the streamwise vorticial contours change little with the variation of the Biot number,
which means the solid heat conductivity has less impact on the film cooling flow field.

The non-dimensional temperature contours over the cross-section plane Y/D = 0
in the fluid and solid domains are given in Figure 13. When the solid heat conduction
is considered, the coolants are heated by the mainstream hot air through the flat plate,
increasing the temperature at the hole entrance. As the Biot number increases from 0.026
to 0.65, the area-averaged non-dimensional temperature at the hole entrance varies from
0.076 to 0.062, equal to 10.86K. Moreover, the Biot number significantly influences the
temperature distribution in the flat plate near the hole. The coolant temperature inside the
hole and the solid inner temperature near the hole with a high Biot number are lower than
those with a low Biot number. The temperature gradient in the solid domain is higher at a
higher Biot number, resulting in the possible higher thermal stress.

Figure 14 presents the overall cooling effectiveness contour over the wall surface
for the CRA2 hole model at M = 1.5 with different Biot numbers. It is seen that the Biot
number remarkably influences the profile of local overall cooling effectiveness. The profile
is relatively uniform in streamwise and lateral directions with a high Biot number due to
the stronger heat conduction. However, if the value of the Biot number is high, especially
for the adiabatic case, the contour shape becomes wavy in the lateral direction, and the
local overall cooling effectiveness in the streamwise direction varies in a larger range.
Comparatively, the profile of the laterally averaged overall cooling effectiveness changes
from a relatively flat shape at a low Biot number to an abrupt shape at a high Biot number.
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Figure 13. Non-dimensional temperature distribution over the surface Y/D = 0 at M = 1.5.
(a) Bi = 0.026; (b) Bi = 0.065; (c) Bi = 0.13; (d) Bi = 0.26; (e) Bi = 0.65; (f) adiabatic.
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Figure 14. Local overall cooling effectiveness over the wall surface for the CRA2 hole at M = 1.5.
(a) Bi = 0.026; (b) Bi = 0.065; (c) Bi = 0.13; (d) Bi = 0.26; (e) Bi = 0.65; (f) adiabatic.

The influence of the Biot number on the area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness
for the CRA2 hole is shown in Figure 15. It can be seen that the Biot number plays an
insensitive role in the area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness for the CRA2 hole model.
Despite the local overall cooling effectiveness distribution varies remarkably with the
change of Biot number, shown in Figure 14, the area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness
provides the absolute deviations of 0.022–0.035 relative to the Biot number at blowing
ratios M = 0.5–2.0, and the relative deviations of 3.40–5.38%. The small variation of the
CRA hole model with Biot number in the current study is similar to that of the fan-shaped
hole model reportedin [29]. The area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness for the CRA2
model firstly increases, then decreases with the increment of the Biot number. The smallest
Biot number at either blowing ratio also gives the lowest value of area-averaged overall
cooling effectiveness, mainly due to the highest consumption of cooling capability in the
upstream region ahead of the cooling hole. However, the changing trend for the CRA2 hole
is different from the monotonically decreasing tendency for the CYL hole model in [27].
Hence, the general tendency of the Biot number for the film cooling hole is suggested to be
analyzed case by case.
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Inspired by the concept of film cooling uniformity coefficient proposed by Javadi [32],
the area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness uniformity coefficient σarea, is presented to
evaluate the gross uniformity over the interested region, which is given as follows:

σarea =
∫ 30D

0

∫ t/2

−t/2

(
1− |φ− φarea|

φarea

)
dYdX (14)

If the value of σarea is 1.0, it means that the uniform coolant spreads in the lateral
and streamwise directions with a theoretical zero thermal gradient. Hence, the high value
approaching 1.0 for σarea is pursued for a specific film cooling hole scheme combined with
a high value of area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness.

Figure 16 further presented the influence of the Biot number on the area-averaged
overall cooling effectiveness uniformity coefficient for the CRA2 hole model at different
blowing ratios. It is found that the Biot number provides a significant impact on the cooling
uniformity coefficient σarea at either blowing ratio. For example, as the Biot number in-
creases from 0.026 to 0.65, σarea decreases monotonously from 0.950 to 0.846 at M = 0.5. For
the low Biot number configuration, the strong heat conduction effect evens the temperature
distribution in lateral and streamwise directions, leading to a high value of σarea. Moreover,
the increase of blowing ratio yields the increasing cooling uniformity coefficient σarea for
either Biot number configuration, attributed to better coolant coverage over the wall surface
for the CRA2 model.
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4. Conclusions

In the present study, four cooling holes, i.e., a cylindrical hole, a concentric circular
cratered hole, and two contoured cratered holes with different dimensions, are investigated
for the flat plate film cooling under the conjugate heat transfer condition. The comparisons
of flow structure, temperature distribution, and overall cooling effectiveness are performed
among these four holes based on the CFD predicted results. The effect of the solid heat
conductivity is further studied for the CRA2 hole. The main conclusions are summarized
as follows:

1. Compared with the cylindrical hole (CYL), the additional anti-kidney-shaped vor-
tex pair for the cratered hole improves the coolant coverage and the overall cooling
effectiveness over the wall surface. The overall cooling effectiveness improvement
amplitude depends on the crater shape, geometry parameters, and the specific blow-
ing ratio. The concentric circular cratered hole (CIR_CRA) gives a comparative overall
cooling performance to the cylindrical hole at M = 0.5–1.5, but an improvement of
4.68% at M = 2.0. Comparatively, the contoured cratered holes provide large en-
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hancements. The maximum area-averaged overall cooling effectiveness increases
are 5.58% for the CRA1 hole at M = 0.5 and 25.28–65.30% for the CRA2 hole at
M = 1.0–2.0, respectively.

2. For the CRA2 hole model, the variation of Biot number influences little on the flow
structure but significantly on the local overall cooling effectiveness distribution and
temperature gradient in the solid domain. Furthermore, the area-averaged overall
cooling effectiveness is insensitive to the Biot number, but the area-averaged overall
cooling effectiveness uniformity coefficient strongly depends on the specific value
of the Biot number. As the Biot number increases, the temperature gradient in the
solid near the hole and the cooling uniformity both increase, raising a possible high
thermal stress.
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